ADJUSTABLE CHAIN CONVEYOR
NO: 111

THE APPLICATION: Transporting multiple size products with varied surfaces

THE PRODUCT: Adjustable Rail Chain Conveyor

THE INDUSTRY: Sheet Metal Manufacturing

THE NEED: A sheet metal fabricator needed a conveyor with an open design to accommodate components that were not flat and would adjust to different component widths. The current conveyor they had in place required tools to adjust the rail which was timely and costly. The conveyor design had to interface with existing equipment parameters.

THE SOLUTION: Omni Metalcraft Corp. worked with the customer’s existing design to develop an Adjustable Rail Chain Conveyor with clamps for easy locking and unlocking. The conveyor was equipped with a v-track for guidance making rail positioning quick and easy.

- Adjustable rail
- Open design
- Clamp for positioning
- V-track guide
- Strand shown adjusted to 14” center
- 14” to 32” strand centers